
Vaccine the Upside Down=vaccinated people help infection rise?!!
The unprecedented outrageous COVID pandemic is caused only by people infected but
without symptom.,Now it has revealed that vaccine could help to increase such vaccinated
people infected but without symptom.,Thus Vaccine Passport has become of no use,but
person who needs testing.Once again ,we must call for ALL PEOPLE TESTING !!!.
Some may say it is good to prevent aggravation,however long time keeping infection without
symptom is likely to become HIV(ADE~AIDS)?!. 2021/07/24,29,8/10

[１]：More Infection Rise by the Global Massive Vaccination.
As Evidence Grows That Vaccines Do Not Protect Against Infection, the Case For
Granting Privileges to the Vaccinated Collapses
https://dailysceptic.org/2021/07/06/as-evidence-grows-that-vaccines-do-not-protect-against
-infection-the-case-for-granting-privileges-to-the-vaccinated-collapses/

COVID Expert: Vaccinated People Can Spread the Delta Variant
https://www.businessinsider.com/covid-expert-vaccinated-people-can-spread-the-delta-vari
ant-2021-7
2021/07/07 — A leading US disease expert says there's 'no doubt in my mind' that
vaccinated people are helping spread Delta.

On the contrary, the vaccine can suppress the unexpected possibility of "spreading
the infection" and its aggravation, but the decrease in infectivity is subtle<Japanese>.
https://toyokeizai.net/articles/-/396367

I would like to tell you about the situation in the UK where the threat of the virus has
not disappeared even if the inoculation rate is extremely high.More than 80% of
adults have been vaccinated in the UK, the infection has spread again even though
the vaccination has progressed. Overconfidence in the vaccine?<Japanese>.
https://www.asahi.com/articles/ASP6P5RSTP6MUHBI013.html

Commentary from a person once developing a drug at a pharmaceutical company
The clinical trial of COVID is out of the ordinary. The inoculation is the same as the
suicide attack<Japanese>.
http://www.asyura2.com/21/iryo7/msg/102.html
Massive amateur people very easily believe that vaccination can protect from infection
,however actual vaccine developing is very difficult for the experts at that laboratory.
For an example,no success in mRNA vaccine in the past.He told the ordinal developing
needs long years many times test steps to confirm effectiveness and safety.While the
developing at this time is very singular to neglect the process,That is ,the unprecedented
global vaccination at this time is simply a vivid human body test step to detect effectivity
and safety.The result is not good to prevent infection rise.
The serious problem is not only it,but also Long Time Risk Rise by various cause.
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[２]：The Vaccinated Silent Carriers<the long time risk rise ?!!>.
COVID outstanding feature is Rapid and Stronger Mutant Generation causing ordinal
medical treatment of no effective.Another problems are onset of disease after a short or long
incubation period in Silent Carriers the Vaccinated,or the not Vaccinated..It is called
ADE(antibody dependent enhancement=bad antibody generation causing immune failure in
twice time infection), This chapter is out region of authors ability without Medical Dr license.

 "Selective Pressure" = Mechanism of Emergence of Resistant Mutant.
Bacteria compete with each other for food, which is a limited amount of human cells, and
when a strong is annihilated by drugs, etc.The territory of minority-resistant increases, and it
works in favor of their growth.
http://amr.ncgm.go.jp/general/1-2-1.html
Author's personal opinion: If the conventional type is suppressed by the appearance of a
more greedy infectivity <stronger infectivity> mutant in the food competition relationship,
it would be a generational change. ,, Alpha → Delta looks like this. Lambda in South
America is said to be stronger than Delta.

The reason why a large amount of vaccination produces a monster virus that cannot
be suppressed. And there are already signs of a more catastrophic event worldwide.
<Japanese>.
https://indeep.jp/why-mass-vaccinaton-creates-a-monster-vurus/
By the way, the confirmed "named mutants" are not limited to the Delta strain, but also in the
papers by scientists at New York University and the papers published in the scientific journal
Science, in addition to the Delta strain. , Alpha strain, Lambda strain, Iota strain, and Epsilon
strain have also been confirmed,

A study in the United States finds out that corona-spiked proteins may "cause
long-term changes in gene expression in humans." Then, what is the effect of the
vaccine that produces spike proteins in the body?
https://indeep.jp/coronavirus-spike-protein-brings-long-term-human-gene-changes/

Inventor of mRNA Interviewed About Injection Dangers
https://comedonchisciotte.org/linventore-dei-vaccini-mrna-parla-dei-pericoli-dei-vaccini-covid/
The developers have pointed out that the above S protein for vaccine mRNA induction is
harmful
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 Incomplete Antibody toward Immunity Destroying.
At 2021/07/29,in advanced nations(UK,USA,EU,south America,etc,..),Covid vaccination
had already popularized,however infection rate once again rise.Then note it indicated to
protect us against becoming aggravation,however hide virus carrier without symptom.

Decreased preventive effect of corona vaccine. However aggravation is effective,
Israel<Japanese>.
https://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/114886
In evil telling,vaccination would allow silent carriers without onset of aggravation.

Mutant type, effective in preventing infection even after vaccination<Japanese>.
https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXZQOUC05BD90V00C21A7000000/
What about the after effects even if you can avoid the aggravation? ??

Approaching ADE. How Vaccinated People Should Address His ADE, An Imminent
Medium-Term Risk<Japanese>.
https://indeep.jp/how-to-deal-with-the-looming-medium-term-risk-of-ade/
According to a June 25 British government report, "60%" of recent deaths in the United
Kingdom are "vaccinated."

Summary by Not Licensed Amateur Author<you should find error to correct>.
⑴It is impossible to make weakened COVID virus for the antibody generator by cheap egg.
⑵Some employ covid spike protein as the antibody generator<mRNA vaccine>.By
injecting mRNA into body,generated spike protein(GSP) is to make antibody(AB) against
GSP,but not COVID itself.Though,GSP is to attack covid with NSP(natural spike protein).
＊human body(=hb)＋mRNA→GSP. Generated GSP may be not unique,but many kind

⑶GSP＋hb →AB,AB2,AB3, ‧‧‧‧‧‧‧
it is not that the unstable reaction does generate unique normal AB,but many kind of minor
mutant AB2,3,4,5,...,Because GSP is not COVID itself,but substituted something.
*mRNA storing needs strong cooling to keep stable mRNA the unstable reaction in hot hb.

⑶Righteous antibody attacking against COVID
covid with(NSP+AB(good))→no attack human body→eaten by immune cell(in hb)
Some time passing necessary.Then what is happening in covid with(NSP+AB(bad))?*
Already bad AB the very minor begin attacking immune cell toward own proliferation ?!
This long time process is very similar with HIV(ADE)process.
Maybe researchers had noticed the similarity,so named the process ADE～AIDS??!!.
⑷Wrong antibody attacking hb immune cell<Trojan Virus=ADE>
‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧toward twice time infection causing ADE(Trojan Virus destroying immune cell)
covid with(NSP+AB2,3,,,,(bad))→invade immune cell by pretending dying
→eat immune cell by covid with(NSP+AB(bad)) toward own proliferation
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mRNA→spike protein→ good Antibody

replicant The weakened? Virus
maker COVID virus Blocker

dead

mRNA*→spike protein→ADE Antibody
not dead

replicant The weakened? Virus
maker COVID virus supporter

Antibody certainly attach COVID spike,
not to connect with ACE2 receptor(on organs cell surface),thereby,onset,or aggravation
are evaded for the time being,

however virus with bad antibody eat immune cells for own proliferation.
Thus,Trojan virus(with antibody) is to turn genuine virus reincarnated by mRNA copying.

APPENDIX_1:No Symptom,but Keeping the Virus.
Normal Recovery:
A1:virus invasion→natural immune system eat virus to eliminate it and no antibody making
A2:→natural immune system fail,however onset start up acquired immune system making
good antibody against virus→no biding to receptor(ACE2)=toward cure→once again natural
immune cell <eat virus with antibody> to completely eliminate it.

ADE0(antibody deceiving entry=Trojan Virus)=No Symptom,but Breeding the Virus.
B2:→no biding to receptor(ACE2)=toward cure→once again natural immune cell try to eat
virus with ADE-antibody,but it is natural immune cell that are eaten by not dead virus=Trojan
Virus> to invisibly destroy immune system.Then especially note that proliferated virus has
not antigen with spike,but COVID virus itself=No Symptom,but Breeding the Virus.

ADE(antibody dependence enhancement=Trojan Virus):
As time goes on,natural immune cells are eaten by the virus.Thus the virus are silently to
proliferate as time goes on(How much long in incubation periods ?).
Thus the 2nd time infection become fatal.Without natural immune system,antibody
production ordering signal do not work.
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“Review on Immune Process and Immune Trouble(by Trojan virus).”

❶Innate Immunity are eliminating foreign substances by phagocytosis of
{macrophages,neutrophils, dendritic cells} and attacking by {Natural Killer cells}.
How Immunity Works
https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf
If they failed,then following system❷ is to attack COVID with making and using
weapon(antibody).

*virus with antibody disable to cause ill is to be eaten by natural immune cell as
final cure process,this final process become serious in ADE problem

❷Adaptive immunity (acquired immunity)
https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf
 Dendritic cells(etc) the virus police arresting to eat and excrete virus mark.
Encountering virus→eating and digesting in Dendritic cells → ouput antigen presentation
 T cells the Messenger to missile maker and the launcher(B cells)
→ helper T cells (virus mark messenger) → B cells (memory & production)
 B cells (read virus mark and memory→production) → antibody release to attack virus
*memory=lasting immunity ability for a time?.

COVID with antibody can not bind with recepter(ACE2)
→No Onset,or at least No Aggravation.However there is final eliminating process -❸.

 Good Eliminating Process:
Normal adaptive immunity<binding of antibody and antigen>kill virus completely toward final
eliminating by phagocytosis of{macrophages,neutrophils, dendritic cells}.

Final elimination of Virus with (good)antigen by natural immune cell phagocytosis.
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❸ADE0=the Immunity Failure(by Incomplete Vaccine)=Trojan Virus.
⑴No Symptom,but Breeding the Virus=Antibody Deceiving Entry Phenomena,
Bad(ADE)antibody intercepts biding ACE2 with virus by antigen-spike binding.
Thus,for the time being, this reaction evade onset,or aggravation by at least.
.....but in bad ADE antibody binding with antigen can not completely kill virus ,then it is
natural immune cells that are eaten by virus.

Immune cell eat the virus by considering it dead,
But, at the final stage,it is they who are eaten by

Trojan Virus to proliferate by mRNA copying.

Virus pretending dead=Trojan Virus

The eaten natural cells are to turn the virus proliferated by RNA coping.
They has no antibody with the spike by anymore. It is genuine virus reincarnated.
This may be nothing,but the explosion of No Symptom,but Breeding the Virus.

⑵ADE=the Immunity Failure(by Incomplete Vaccine)=Trojan Virus.
Antibody Dependence Enhancement=No Protection against Reinfection.
Note the natural immune cells are not organ-itself to keep life activity in our body,
Thereby no visible symptom of ill for the first time being,however their vanishing would
become fatal when they become weaker and encounter another invaders into body,
without natural immune system,antibody production ordering signal do not work.
Thus destroying immune system is to cause stronger ill symptom.

*Reference1:
How Immunity Works(p136 )
https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf
What is immunity? the detail on types of immune cells and how they work!
https://www.macrophi.co.jp/special/1424/
Mechanism and function of immunity
http://plaza.umin.ac.jp/~histsite/3immuntxt.pdf

"Inoculators are spreading delta infections and vaccines are no longer functioning."
: The Washington Post publishes internal CDC material. In the future, it seems inevitable
that infection explosions between vaccinated people will become uncontrolled in various
countries around the world.
https://indeep.jp/the-corona-vaccine-is-not-working-already/
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"In the end, the infection is exploding only in highly vaccinated countries."
: The world's first inventor of the mRNA vaccine expresses his concerns.
And the ultimate chaos coming also to Japan
https://indeep.jp/infections-are-exploding-in-highly-vaccinated-countries/
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